
Setting Up 
1.  The child* assembles the puzzle pieces to build the game board, with 

help if necessary. 

2.  Separate the Question cards by color into four decks. Place the decks 
close at hand.

3.  Place each character token at the start of a different path (Space 1). 
Any character can take any of the paths.

Playing the Game
1.  To begin, all players predict which of the six characters will save the 

princess. Each player gets two predictions (different characters).

2.  The youngest child goes first by rolling the die and then moving the 
character token shown on the die forward one square.

3.  Then, pick a Question card whose color matches the space the child 
landed on. Each color corresponds to a different question word. Show 
the child the front of the card and read the question.

4.  The child then tries to answer the question. If the child answers correctly, 
give them the Question card and show them the back of the card to 
confirm. If the child gives a wrong answer, or struggles to answer, you 
can provide clues (see “Helping children understand questions during 
gameplay” in the Instructional Guide).

5.  If the child is still struggling, show them the back of the Question card. 
The child can then see the answer and say it in their own words, either 
on their own or with some help. To end the turn, place the Question 
card on the bottom of the deck.

6.  The next player (clockwise) then rolls the die and follows the steps 
detailed above. Adult players read the question out loud and then 
look at the back of the card after answering.

7.  The game continues until one of the character tokens reaches the castle.  
The first character to reach the castle saves the princess. Players can 
then check if their predictions were right.

Ru les  o f  the Game
Who will save the princess?

*The word “child” is used here to mean one or more children near the game’s target age range.

• Blue: Where
• Yellow: Who
• Pink: What
• Purple: When

Question on 
the front

Answer on 
the back


